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Abstract

We present a design of coded-mask CCD camera optimized for the International Space Station (ISS).
With a 1-dimensional coded mask covering the slit, the camera can localize an X-ray source with uncer-
tainty of 0.1◦ in 1 orbit. A unit camera has a rectangular field of view (FoV) of 60◦

×30◦. The combination
of such three cameras can cover a celestial semicircle between the two orbital poles. Twelve cameras scan
all the sky in one orbital period. The CCD area of a unit camera is 520 cm2. An X-ray star stays in the
FoV of a camera for 450 s, thus variability with time scales from 400 s to 1.5 s can be studied.

The development of a coded-mask CCD camera (not optimized for the ISS) at Aoyama Gakuin Uni-
versity is also reported.
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1. A Coded Mask and CCD

1.1. A coded mask

A coded mask is a plate with slits of random widths and
separations. X-rays from a star put the mask’s shadow
on a CCD chip or other position-sensitive detector be-
neath the mask. By comparing the shadow pattern and
mask pattern, the one-dimensional position of the star
is determined. Coded masks are adopted in X-ray sky
monitors such as SXC/HETE (Vanderspek et al. 1999),
WXM/HETE (Kawai et al. 1999; Shirasaki et al. 2003),
and ASM/RXTE (Levine et al. 1996).

1.2. The Requirements

We propose an all-sky X-ray monitor to succeed the
MAXI/ISS. The monitor, utilizing coded-mask and
CCD, should have a better localization capability than
GSC and SSC with an uncertainty, say, finer than 0.1◦

in 1 orbital period for a 0.1 mCrab source. The specifi-
cations of the two monitors are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Specifications of MAXI-2 and GSC/MAXI

MAXI-2 GSC/MAXI
Position uncertainty (x× y) 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ 1.5◦ × 1.5◦

FoV of a unit camera 60◦ × 30◦ 90◦ × 1.5◦

A source stays in FOV for 450 s 25 s

2. The Basic Design

We assume a basic detector design as schematically
drawn in Fig. 1. A unit camera has a slit with a di-
mension of ux × uy to limit the field of view. The slit
is covered with a one-dimensional coded mask. The x-
position of an X-ray star is localized by the width of

the slit, while the y-position is localized by the coded
mask. We have searched for a parameter set satisfying
the requirement in Table 1. An example parameter set
is shown in Table 2.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of a unit camera.

2.1. Configuration

An X-ray star is assumed to be scanned with four unit
cameras in one orbital period. To monitor the all sky in
every orbit, twelve unit cameras are necessary. A config-
uration similar to the GSC/MAXI is shown in Fig. 2.



Table 2. A parameter set satisfying the requirement

Input parameters
Source flux: 0.1 mCrab = 0.125 cm−2 s−1

Re-assigned pixel size: py = 0.013 cm
Mask open fraction: y = 0.3

A satisfying parameter set
Slit width: ux = 0.36 cm
Slit length: uy = 7 cm
Slit hight: h = 13.2 cm
CCD array width: w = 15 cm
CCD array length: d = 34 cm

Simulation result
Collected photons with 4 unit cameras:

4N = 835 cnts/(orbital period)

Fig. 2. GSC-like configuration of the twelve unit cameras. Each arrow
indicates the line of sight of a unit camera

3. The Simulation Study

To design mask pattern and optimize detector parame-
ters such as FoV, opening fraction, number of chips, etc.,
we are performing simulation studies. Given an attitude
of the camera and time, photons from the X-ray stars
in INTEGRAL catalog are generated. The photons are
tested whether detected or not, and saved for further
analysis. An example simulation is shown in Fig. 3.

4. The development of the Coded-mask CCD Camera

Meanwhile, we are developing the Coded-mask CCD
Camera (CCC) at Aoyama Gakuin University. A cham-
ber with a diameter of 900 mm is build to hold a pro-
totype camera. The cooler’s head can be cooled down
to a few K. The inside pressure is decreased to 10−4 Pa.
The CCD model and electronics developed for SSC is
used (Katayama 2004; Tomida 2000). An CCD image
obtained with the setup is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. A CCD image irradiated with 55Fe radio isotope. X-ray events
are seen everywhere. A cosmic-ray event is seen in the middle-left
in the image.
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Fig. 3. An example simulation. The Cygnus region is scanned in one orbital period (90 min). Events are collected with four unit cameras.
Counter-clockwise from top right; all photons on chip plane, the photons go through the slit, the surviving photons projected onto the
mask plane, and the sky region scanned. The last is not a reconstructed image from the chip image.


